thing that seemed incoherent, the contrast between the sum- A question mary treatment of the figures in relation to the Praeraphael- of figures ite finish of the landscape. He at once replied:
3, 7de Hotel Studio,
Hampstead^N.W. 3. Dear Prof. Rothenstein,
It was very kind of you to write, and your appreciation is the more valuable to me when I see you mention Gilbert.
It certainly is very disconcerting this weakness of mine when I come to painting the figures, or the people as I like to call them; but I believe it is symptomatic of something which if I get over this difficulty will be very good. The thing is that with certain things I can quite clearly recognize the identity of some imaginative notion. I can recognize what I want in certain things, objects, places, shapes, etc., and I can also see it in people's behaviour and in what they do, but I am lost when I come to what people look like.
This is very tragic as the person in the picture is to me the most intense and most dramatic fact of all. I am keenest of all about the people in my pictures and although at present I can only very lamely express any feeling about them at all, yet my thoughts about them are moving along—to me— very exciting channels.
It's very difficult to say in writing just what this feeling is, but certain places, especially in and about Cookham suggest to me certain very wonderful people, and vice versa people, especially great personalities suggest to me the same degree, if not the same kind of feeling as that which I get from some place. And then there seems to be a definite spiritual relationship between particular people and particular places. It does seem sad when I think of the infinite number and variety of feelings a painting of a head can express and the feeble use I make of it. I have an enlargement of a sleeping soldier's head from Piero della Francesca's Resurrection of Christ. Everything is in that head, as you look at it the Roman Empire ceases to be a real thing and 95

